VARIETIES OF DEVELOPMENT — LOVE AND HATE
the case of the mother, one of unsurpassable beauty, tenderness
and mercy and an ever available source of comfort, help and
protection in face of the difficulties and dangers of an unknown
and often hostile world. This idealisation of the loved parent
is especially liable to exercise a potent influence in all cases
where the parent in question dies young and is therefore never
subject to the criticism at the hands of his children to which
he would, later on, have inevitably to some extent become ex-
posed. In any case, however, it is not surprising that in com-
parison with these beautiful products of the child's imagination
(for we can scarcely doubt that, here as elsewhere, the passage
of time has served to embellish still further the originally
exaggerated estimate of the admirable qualities of the loved
parent) the actual imperfect specimens of humanity who are
available as love objects in the real world have but little power
of attraction *.
It is principally from this source that there is apt to rise the
fruitless search for the "ideal" man or woman—a search which
is bound to end in disappointment, because the object of the
search is to be found nowhere but in the distorted and idealised
memories cherished in the mind of the searcher himself.
It is this search for the ideal that has been found to Don Juanism
underlie the inability to find permanent satisfaction in any
individual of the opposite sex; an inability of a most distressing
nature which characterises the love life of a certain class of
persons2. These unhappy Don Juans are perpetually attracted
to a fresh object by the promise of some new and indefinable
charm, only to suffer disappointment as each new object in
turn is found in some inexplicable way to fall short of the
lover's hopes and expectations. The misery which these
individuals, through their instability and faithlessness, are apt to
bring not only on themselves but on the unfortunate objects of
their love, is too well known to need further emphasis or
description. It is, however, paradoxically enough, the extreme
steadfastness of their love towards its original object that is the
cause of their fickleness towards all (subsequent objects of
affection.
1	Cp. Rank, "The Myth of the Birth of the Hero/' 1913.
2	Freud, "BeitrSge zur Psychologic des Liebeslebens,"  Jahrbitch fur
psychoanalytische und psychopatkologische Forschungen, 1910, H, 389.
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